The following problem originated from a question due to Paul Turán. Suppose Ω is a convex body in Euclidean space R d or in T d , which is symmetric about the origin. Over all positive definite functions supported in Ω, and with normalized value 1 at the origin, what is the largest possible value of their integral? From this Arestov, Berdysheva and Berens arrived to pose the analogous pointwise extremal problem for intervals in R. That is, under the same conditions and normalizations, and for any particular point z ∈ Ω, the supremum of possible function values at z is to be found. However, it turns out that the problem for the real line has already been solved by Boas and Kac, who gave several proofs and also mentioned possible extensions to R d and non-convex domains as well.
(
Recall that positive definiteness of functions (and even measures and tempered distributions) can be defined or equivalently characterized by nonnegativity of Fourier transform. In case of (1) positive definiteness means f (n) ≥ 0 (∀n ∈ Z d ), while in case of (2) it means f (x) ≥ 0 (∀x ∈ R d ).
In 1970 in a discussion with S. B. Stechkin [16] Paul Turán posed the following problem. Let d = 1 and Ω := (−h, h) ⊂ T. What is the largest possible value of the integral T f over all f ∈ F * ((−h, h))? The question was later investigated in higher dimensions and in R d as well. As a natural condition for the above Turán extremal problem, convexity of the underlying domain Ω is usually supposed.
For an account of the problem see the papers [1] and [8] and the references therein. However, no authors seem to have noticed that already Boas and Kac settled the analogous (and relatively easy) case of an interval (−h, h) ⊂ R, see Theorem 5 of [3] .
In [2] the natural pointwise analogue of the above question of Turán was studied for intervals in T or R. For general domains in arbitrary dimension these problems can be formulated as follows. (3)
Remark 1 Obviously, M(Ω, z) ≤ 1, as 1 ± f (z) = R (1 ± exp(2πizt)) f (t)dt = R (1 ± cos(2πzt)) f (t)dt ≥ 0.
One might miss a more precise specification of the function class f : R d → R here and similarly in the problems listed below. The fact that considering L 1 , C or C ∞ leads to the same answer ie. same extremal values, will be discussed at the beginning of §2. (4)
For the function f to be positive definite on the torus means a nonnegativity condition for the Fourier Transform
only for a discrete set of values of ξ, namely ξ ∈ Z d , while positive definiteness of f as a function on R d is equivalent to nonnegativity of the Fourier transform f for all occurring values. From this it follows that we always have
The extremal value in the above Problem 1 was estimated together with its periodic analogue Problem 2 in the work [2] for dimension d = 1. However, already Boas and Kac has solved the d = 1 case of Problem 1, which seem to have been unnoticed in [2] .
These problems are not only analogous, but also related to each other, and, in fact, Problem 1 is only a special, limiting case of the more complex Problem 2 (see Theorem 4 below). On the other hand, already Boas and Kac observed, that Problem 1 (dealt with for R in [3] ) is connected to trigonometric polynomial extremal problems. In particular, from the solution to the interval case they deduced the value (20) below of the extremal problem due to Carathéodory [4] and Fejér [5] . They also established a connection (see [3, Theorem 6] ) what corresponds to the one-dimensional case of the first part of our Theorem 1.
It is appropriate at this point to consider also the following type of trigonometric polynomial extremal problems. Denote for any H ⊆
and with a given m ∈ N 2 and H ⊆ N 2 also
Problem 3 (Carathéodory-Fejér type trigonometric polynomial problem).
Determine the extremal quantity
Remark 3 Observe that M (H) ≤ 2, always, as
Remark 4 It should be remarked here that obviously we have Φ(H) ⊆ Φ m (H). So we always have M m (H) ≥ M (H).
In this note we present the exact solution of Problem 1 in line of what the paper [3] suggests. In fact, we have to acknowledge that Boas and Kac mentioned the possibility of extending one of their methods -Poisson summation -to higher dimensions, so some parts of what follows can be interpreted as implicitly present already in their work [3] . But here we obtain some results also for the more complex periodic version.
However, the main result of the present investigation is perhaps the understanding that the above point-value extremal problems are in fact equivalent to the above trigonometric polynomial extremal problems, thus transferring information on one problem to the equivalent other problem in several cases. Until now the equivalence formulated below remained unclear in spite of the fact that, e.g., Boas and Kac found ways to deduce the solution of the trigonometric extremal problems in Problem 3 from their results on Problem 1. We also obtain a clear picture of the limiting relation between torus problems and space problems, and, parallel to this, between the finitely conditioned trigonometric polynomial extremal problems of Problem 4 and the positive definite trigonometric polynomial extremal problems of Problem 3. §2 Preliminaries. Formulation of the Equivalence Results.
Note that in the above definitions (1), (2) or (6), (7) it is left a bit unclear, what function classes are considered as R d → R, T d → R or T → R. However, this causes no ambiguity, since it is not hard to see that the extremal problems (3), (4), (8) or (9) yield the same extremal values when e.g., integrable functions (with continuity of f supposed only at z in case of (3) or (4)) are considered, and when e.g., compactly supported C ∞ functions are taken into account. Indeed, on T or T d this follows after a convolution by the Fejér kernels, say. The same way we can restrict ourselves even to trigonometric polynomials in Φ(H) or Φ m (H) as well.
Passing on to the case of the real space R d , first we show that it suffices to consider bounded open sets only. To this end let us consider the auxiliary positive definite function 
Our first goal is to show that in fact the Boas-Kac type Problem 1 is a one-dimensional problem. This is contained in the following result. To tackle the Turán-type Problem 2, one may consider f ∈ L 1 (T d ) with continuity supposed at z, or even f ∈ C ∞ (T d ).
Here positive definiteness of f is equivalent to f (n) ≥ 0 (∀n ∈ Z d ), and similarly to (16) , one gets
Once again we see that (4) vanishes unless z ∈ Ω ∩ (−Ω) and that it suffices to restrict ourselves to sets symmetric about the origin. In other words, if z /
∈ Ω or if z / ∈ (−Ω), then M * (Ω, z) = 0, while for z = 0 obviously M * (Ω, 0) = 1. These are the trivial cases, and for the remaining cases we introduce a further notation. Put
The set Z is finite if and only if we have
In this case we have with m = [q 1 , . . . , q d ], the least common multiple of the denominators, that mz = 0 (mod T d ), and for arbitrary n, n ∈ Z nz = n z (mod T d ) if and only if n ≡ n (mod m).
Let us keep the definition (11) with an interpretation (mod T d ) for infinite Z. On the other hand, in case #Z = m we put
Moreover, for any set H ⊂ Z we define
Remark 6 Note the following relations for an arbitrary H ⊆ N 2 . First, if there exists any index k ∈ H with k ≡ 1 (mod m), then we obtain M m (H) = ∞, since 1 + a cos 2πt − a cos 2kπt is nonnegative at j/m for all j = 1, . . . , m and any a ∈ R. In fact, for k ≡ (mod m) obviously cos 2kπt − cos 2 πt is vanishing at all points of the form j/m, hence the coefficients can be changed mod m to reduce ϕ to a trigonometric polynomial of degree at most m. Moreover, since this can be used even for negative indices, and as cos −k2πt = cos k2πt, in fact we can reduce the support of 
Now we can formulate
In case #Z = m is finite, we have
First note that it suffices to consider symmetric sets
Thus for all f ∈ F(Ω) supp f is necessarily symmetric. On the other hand, H(Ω, z) is symmetrized by definition (11) with respect to Ω. Hence we can restrict ourselves to symmetric sets. Without loss of generality we can assume that Ω is also bounded. Now given a bounded symmetric open set Ω the proof consists of proving the two inequalities below.
Let f have f (0) = 1, be positive definite and have support in Ω. Define also the positive definite Radon measure
The function f being continuous, the measure
is well defined and positive definite as well.
Notice now, because of the boundedness of Ω, that the sum in (17) is actually a finite one. More precisely, if we have e.g., Ω ⊆ B n , then we find
Setting t = z, x and observing that the trigonometric polynomial
For a function ϕ : T → R let us call the (restricted) spectrum of ϕ the set S := S(ϕ) := supp ϕ ∩ N 2 ⊆ N 2 . Also, we will use the term full spectrum and the notation S := S (ϕ) for the set S := {−1, 0, 1} ∪ S ∪ (−S), whether the exponential Fourier coefficients at −1, 0 or 1 happen to vanish or not.
Take any trigonometric polynomial ϕ ∈ Φ(H) with spectrum S ⊆ H := H(Ω, z). Recall that taking the supremum in (8) over the function class (6) yields the same result as considering such trigonometric polynomials only.
Consider the measure
whose Fourier transform is essentially equal to the polynomial ϕ(t) in (6).
Hence α z is a positive definite measure. Take now the "triangle function" ∆ defined as in (10), but here with a subscript small enough to guarantee that 1. The sets kz + B , k ∈ S , are disjoint, i.e., < |z| 2 , and 2. These sets are all contained in Ω, i.e., < dist{∂Ω, S z}.
Finally define
which is a positive definite function supported in Ω with value 1 at the origin and with f (z) = λ/2. This proves that M(Ω, z) ≥ M (H(Ω, z))/2, as desired.
§4 Applications of Theorem 1
The first application concerns the original convex case of the pointwise Boas-Kac type problem formulated in Problem 1. A symmetric, bounded convex domain with nonempty interior -that is, a convex body -defines a norm. So for a vector x let ||x|| denote the norm of x defined by Ω, that is
In other words, Ω is the unit ball of the norm || · ||. 
for some n ≥ 1. Then M(Ω, z) = cos π n + 2 .
Proof of Corollary 1. This problem was settled by Fejér, see e.g., [5] )) for the one-dimensional case. The above exact solution and some calculation shows that both of these estimates are sharp for n = 1, but none of them is for n > 1. However, this is covered (at least for d = 1) by [ Apart from the convex case there are several cases of (3) when through the trigonometric extremal problem (8) either the precise value, or at least some estimate can be found. Remark 7 The extremal quantities M and M are monotonic in the sets Ω and H, respectively, hence the above relations imply the corresponding inequalities when we know only that e.g., nz ∈ Ω, etc. We skip the formulation.
Proof of Theorem 3. In view of Theorem 1, the calculation of M(Ω, z) hinges on finding the value of M (H(Ω, z)). The solutions of the corresponding trigonometric polynomial extremal problems, relevant to the above list (i)-(v), can be looked up from the literutre as follows.
(i) An easy calculation, see e.g., [11] .
(ii) See [11] , Proposition 1.
(iii) See [13] .
(iv) See the end of [15] .
(v) See [12, p. 492-493].
When M(Ω, z) is known for a certain H(Ω, z), then further cases can be obtained via the following duality result.
Lemma 1 (see [11] ). Let H ⊆ N 2 be arbitrary. Then we have
In fact, this gives (ii) once (i) is known; (iii) and Corollary 3 and also (iv) and (v) are similarly related, although they were obtained differently in the works mentioned above.
To formulate the corresponding relation in Problem 1 we can record where Ω * is any open, symmetric set containing 0, z and (N 2 \ H(Ω, z))z, but disjoint from H(Ω, z)z.
Ending this section, let us recall that investigation of Turán-type problems started with keeping an eye on number theoretic applications and connected problems. The interesting paper of Gorbachev and Manoshina [7] mentions [9] . We only know (cf [11] )
The question is relevant to the Beurling theory of generalized primes, see [14] . §5 Proof of Theorem 2
As above, without loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to sets Ω symmetric about the origin. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, we are to prove two inequalities for both cases. 
is well defined and, by ρ z = f * σ Setting t := z, n yields
Since #Z = ∞, here for the various values of n ∈ Z d the derived variable t will be dense in T.
Hence we can conclude that in the infinite case ϕ N (t) ∈ Φ (H(Ω, z) ). H(Ω, z) ) for all N ∈ N. Whence the stated inequality.
For all n ∈ Z d we have
k=1 cos 2πk n, z .
Since #Z = m < ∞, where m = [q 1 , . . . , q d ] with z = ( p 1 q 1 , . . . , p d q d ), (p j , q j ) = 1 (j = 1, . . . , d), for the various values of n ∈ Z d the derived variable t := n, z will cover exactly the values of j/m (mod T). For these values, however, direct calculation shows that the above sum is either exactly m (in case j ≡ 0 (mod m)), or vanishes. Thus, again, the measure σ z,m will be positive definite.
The function f being continuous and symmetric, the measure Let ϕ be any trigonometric polynomial from the class (6) . Then ϕ has (restricted) spectral set S and full spectrum S := {−1, 0, 1} ∪ ±S with S ⊆ H := H(Ω, z) necessarily finite. Note that the supremum in the definition (8) of M (H(Ω, z) ) can be restricted to the trigonometric polynomials of (6).
whose Fourier transform α z (n) = ϕ( z, n ) (n ∈ Z d ) is essentially the polynomial ϕ(t) itself. Hence α z is a positive definite measure. Take now the "triangle function" ∆ , defined in (10), with a parameter small enough to guarantee that 1. The sets kz + B , (k ∈ S ), are disjoint, and 2. These sets are all contained in Ω, i.e., < dist{∂Ω, S z}.
Since we consider only a finite subset S of H, and S = {−1, 0, 1} ∪ ±S), these conditions are met with some positive as no two different multiples of z are equal in T d . Finally define
which is a positive definite function supported in Ω with value 1 at the origin and with f (z) = λ/2. This proves that M * (Ω, z) ≥ λ/2, hence taking supremum over all polynomials ϕ ∈ Φ(H) concludes the proof. We denote here H := H m (Ω, z). Now take any ϕ in (7) . Consider the measure
with the last term appearing only if m is even and m/2 belongs to the spectral set (13) . Observe that for the true spectrum of this measure we have
where the last term (\{−m/2}) appears only if m is even. Thus it is easy to see that the multiples kz (k ∈ S * ) are different even in T d . Now let us prove that α z is positive definite. Taking n ∈ Z d arbitrarily, consider the Fourier transform α z (n) = 1 + λ cos 2π z, n + k< m 2 ,k∈H c k cos 2πk z, n + c m/2 e −imπ z,n .
Here, by the condition z, n = j/m for some integer j, we have in the last term e −mπ z,n = (−1) j = cos πj = cos mπ z, n and we get α z (n) = ϕ( z, n ) = ϕ(j/n). It follows that α z (n) ≥ 0 by definition (7) .
Take now the "triangle function" ∆ defined in (10) with a parameter small enough to ensure 1. The sets kz + B , (k ∈ S * ), are disjoint, and 2. These sets are all contained in Ω, i.e., < dist{∂Ω, S * z}.
These conditions are met with some positive since no two different multiples kz (k ∈ S * ) are equal in T d , and by definitions (7) and (24) we necessarily have S * z ⊆ Ω.
Finally define
which is a positive definite function supported in Ω with value 1 at the origin and with f (z) = λ/2. This proves that M * (Ω, z) ≥ λ/2, hence taking supremum over all polynomials ϕ ∈ Φ m (H) concludes the proof.
§6 Applications of Theorem and further connections
Arestov, Berdysheva and Berens [2] mention the one dimensional symmetric interval special case of the following fact. f (x − n) maps F(Ω) injectively to F * (Ω), which proves the Proposition. However, we have also an alternative argument here, as Theorems 1 and 2 translate the extremal problems in question to extremal problems for trigonometric polynomials. In case #Z = ∞ the R d and T d interpretations of (11) give
Now it is obvious that Φ m (H) ⊇ Φ(H) and thus M m (H) ≥ M (H) for arbitrary H ⊆ N 2 , and we get the assertion even for the finite case.
Corollary 5
Let Ω ⊆ (− 1 2 , 1 2 ) d be a convex, symmetric domain. Then we have
where w(t) := cos π 1/t + 1 .
Proof. Corollary 1 gives M(Ω, z) ≥ w(||z||). Thus combining Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 proves the assertion.
Remark 8
The above estimate is a sharpening of (14) in [2, Theorem 3] .
The following assertion is obvious both directly and by Theorem 1. 
Proof. One can work out the generalization of the proof of [2, Lemma 5] , which is the one-dimensional interval special case of this assertion. Instead, we note that k 1 N z ∈ 1 N Ω (mod T d ) entails kz ∈ Ω (mod T d ), and by Theorem 2 the #Z = ∞ case follows.
On the other hand for finite #Z(z) = m < ∞ we have #Z( 1 N z) = N m and Φ m (H) ⊇ Φ mN (H). Thus combining (15) and (25) yields
2.
The next assertion is the generalization of [2, Theorem 4] . 
Remark 9
Here the condition of boundedness ensures that for α small enough we have αΩ ⊂ (− 1 2 , 1 2 ) d and the expression under the limit on the left hand side is defined by (4).
Proof. Again, extending the original arguments of [7] or [2] leads to a proof. There the idea is to multiply f ∈ F * (αΩ) by a fixed positive kernel, say ∆ 1 4 , and exploit that for α small ∆ 1 4 | αΩ is approximately 1. Alternatively, we can argue as follows. Let Ω, be bounded by R, and let α < 1 2R : then αΩ ⊆ (− 1 2 , 1 2 ) d . Moreover, using R d interpretation of the arising sets we always have
while m(α) := #Z(αz) ≥ 1 α|z| → ∞ (α → 0). Note that here for irrational α we can have m(α) = +∞, but defining the index function m(α) in this extended sense does not question the asserted limit relation.
In what follows we unify terminology by writing H ∞ (Θ, w) = H(Θ, w) while keeping the notation H n (Θ, w) = H(Θ, w)∩[2, n/2] for finite n. For the finite case we have
2 ], and in view of (11) and (26) (Ω, z) , too. Now if m(α) = ∞, then we are to consider the normalized, nonnegative trigonometric polynomials ϕ ∈ Φ ∞ (H) := Φ(H) defined by (6) , while for finite m(α) < ∞, the function set to be considered is Φ m (H) defined by (7) .
Let now α n → 0, and ϕ n be an extremal polynomial in Φ m(αn) (H). In view of the nonnegativity conditions for these sets we get |c k | ≤ 2 (k ∈ H), applying finite Fourier Transform in case m(α n ) < ∞. Hence with K := 2R |z| we find ϕ n ∈ F K := {ϕ(t) = 1 + 2 K k=1 a k cos 2πkt | |a k | ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , K}, which is a compact subset of C(T). Thus without loss of generality we can suppose that ϕ n → φ ∈ F K uniformly as n → ∞.
Since m(α n ) → ∞, we must have φ ≥ 0. Moreover, if we write φ(t) = 1 + 2 K k=1 a k cos 2πkt and ϕ n (t) = 1+2 K k=1 a On the other hand Proposition 1 gives the converse inequality. Corollary 6 (Arestov -Berdysheva -Berens [2] ) For dimension one we have (i) For (p, q) = 1, q even we have M * ((− 1 2 , 1 2 ), p q ) = 1 2 (1 + cos 2π q ).
(ii) For (p, q) = 1, q odd we have M * ((− 1 2 , 1 2 ), p q ) = 1.
(iii) For z / ∈ Q we have M * ((− 1 2 , 1 2 ), z) = 1.
Proof.
In case (i) #Z = q = 2r, and H(Ω, z) = N 2 \ rN, H * q (Ω, z) = [2, r − 1]. Hence in view of Theorem 2 it suffices to show that M * q ([2, r)) = 1 + cos(2π/q), which follows from Lemma 2. For the cases (ii) and (iii) we clearly have Z ⊆ Ω, hence Proposition 4 applies. 2 Similarly to the above result of Arestov et al, we can also answer the pointwise Turán extremal problem for Ω = (− 1 2 , 1 2 ) d .
Theorem 5
Let Ω = (− 1 2 , 1 2 ) d ∈ T d . Then we have (i) M * ((− 1 2 ,
Moreover, if z ∈ Q d , z = ( p 1 q 1 , . . . , p d q d ) with (p j , q j ) = 1, q j = 2 s j t j (s j ∈ N), t j ∈ 2N + 1 (j = 1, . . . , d) and m := [q 1 , . . . , q d ] = 2 s t t ∈ 2N + 1, then we have either 
